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1. Introduction

Kinetic inductance detectors (KIDs) have proven themselves as a
very capable cryogenic detector technology with applications in
various fields, including astrophysics[1–3] and imaging.[4] They
are characterized by flexibility of design, high sensitivity, and
ease of production. KIDs consist of inductance–capacitance
(LC) superconducting micro-resonators that show variations of

their resonant properties when under radi-
ation load. Incoming photons break down
Cooper pairs, resulting in a rise of the
kinetic inductance of the circuits and,
therefore, a shift of their resonance fre-
quency and phase. This shift can be
measured as a change in the transmis-
sion-scattering parameter S21 through com-
mon radio-frequency division multiplexing
(FDM) techniques. Lumped elements KIDs
(LEKIDs) are particularly attractive because
the resonator’s inductor is designed to also
serve as the radiation absorber. Given the
aforementioned properties, KIDs represent
a promising candidate as polarimetric diag-
nostic for nuclear fusion facilities. Their
main advantages over other kind of detec-
tors include a very simple, single-layer
structure that can be realized with conven-
tional photolithographic techniques, fast
action, and FDM readout. Thanks to these
characteristics, the final instrument can be
realized with a very limited footprint,
enabling the implementation of multiple
line-of-sight configurations. KIDs can be
also designed to be polarization sensitive,

in which case only one detector is necessary and both the
mechanical polarization status modulator and selection stage
can be removed. This additionally simplifies the final instrument
optical scheme and improves reliability.[5] Polarimetry is a well-
established technique employed to monitor fundamental plasma
parameters like the plasma current density.[6–8] We recently pro-
posed a polarimetric instrument based on a 1.3 THz quantum
cascade lasers (QCLs)-probing source for application in future
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Design and characterization measurements performed on kinetic inductance
detectors (KIDs) produced on sapphire and polycrystalline diamond substrates
are presented. Designed as part of a nuclear fusion polarimetric diagnostic, the
foreseen plasma-probing frequency of the final devices is 1.3 THz with a max-
imum response time under 10 ms and cross-polarization target accuracy of 1%.
These detectors are based on superconducting micro-resonators that undergo de-
tuning upon absorption of radiation. The main characteristics of the devices
include polarization sensitiveness and lumped-elements multi-pixel configuration
produced from photo-lithographed niobium nitride (NbN) thin films. The direct
current (DC) and microwave characterization measurements highlight large
differences in the thin film quality, with the superconductor deposited on dia-
mond showing reduced critical temperature, lower critical current density, and
increased values of the kinetic inductance. This difference is likely due to the
higher lattice constant and thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between film
and substrate in the case of diamond, with the different surface finish quality of
the crystalline samples available also playing a role. The devices on both sub-
strates show a bolometric response to THz radiation that fulfills the requirement
guidelines and represent a good starting point to optimize the design for the
application at hand.
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nuclear fusion facilities.[9] We therefore decided to start experi-
menting with a polarization-sensitive iteration of these detectors,
with the first prototypes fabricated onto a high resistivity silicon
(HRSi) substrate.[5] While HRSi is a proven material for this kind
of technology, it is nevertheless sensitive to radiation damage[10]

that can occur in environments potentially flooded with highly
energetic radiation as is the case when in close proximity to a
tokamak reactor. We therefore decided to explore the use of
sapphire and diamond as alternative materials, with substrate
thicknesses of 330 and 700 μm, respectively. These media have
outstanding mechanical and optical characteristics and, in the
case of diamond, also very good radiation hardness and thermal
conductivity. Sapphire is also a widely studied substrate for NbN
thin-film detectors with a rich literature[11,12] and well-established
deposition processes for high-quality thin films and will repre-
sent a performance benchmark for the detectors obtained on
policrystalline diamond.

2. Detector Design and Modeling

Each detector unit is made up by four resonators, arranged in a
crossed configuration, rotated by 90° with respect to its neighbors
(Figure 1). Each pixel is composed by two distinct parts, a
1� 1mm2 inductor (meandering, continuous line) and an
interdigital capacitor (IDC). All the NbN tracks composing the
resonators are 10 μm wide with a 40 μm separation between
two adjacent inductor lines and a thin-film thickness of
15 nm. While the inductor is common for all the pixels, the num-
ber and length of the IDC fingers are variable, to tune each reso-
nator to its own resonance frequency and enable FDM readout.
Figure 2 represents the current density inside one of the pixels at
its resonance frequency. It is apparent that its value is constant
on the whole inductive area, while lower levels are associated to
the capacitor. A uniform current distribution corresponds to de-
tuning of the resonator due to a pair breaking event independent
from where that event takes place. This has the advantage of not
having to direct the detectable photons to a specific point on the

resonator to maximize the response, allowing them to fall natu-
rally onto it.[13] The much lower values of current density present
in the capacitor also mean that we don’t expect it to significantly
contribute to the detection of radiation. The polarization selectiv-
ity is given by the geometrical design of the unit, that greatly
favors absorption of waves polarized parallel to the long sides
of the inductor. As already mentioned, KIDs are micro-
resonators with characteristic frequency ω ¼ 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

LC
p

, where
the total inductance L ¼ Lm þ Lk is given by a geometrical part
Lm and a kinetic one Lk, deriving from the inertia of the charge
carriers. The circuits are characterized by an intrinsic quality
factor Q0 ¼ ω=Δω, where Δω is the half-power bandwidth of
the resonance dip. This quantity represents a measure of the
ratio between the energy stored in the resonator and the energy
lost at each oscillation cycle. For a complete device, where both
resonators and a readout line are present, we need to consider the
total quality factor 1=QT ¼ ð1=Q0 þ 1=QCÞ with QC being the
quality factor associated to the coupling between the pixels
and the micro-strip used to excite and read them. Strong cou-
pling corresponds to low values of the associated quality factor
when compared to Q0, resulting in QC dominating QT, leading
to wide resonance dips.[14] Being able to tune these characteris-
tics is of the utmost importance: two adjacent resonances having
widths larger than their relative separation would lead to partial
overlap of signals from two different pixels. Additionally, the
photo-generated quasi-particles lead to a decrease of the internal
quality factors and we expect their value, revealed by preliminary
simulations with Sonnet Software[15] to be in the 105–106 range,
to drop to around 103–104[16] once illuminated by the source. It is
important to design the coupling quality factor to be within a sim-
ilar values range as the loaded one, given that the sensitivity of
the detector is in this way boosted.[17]

Figure 1. The 2D model of a complete detector unit, including the
microstrip feed-line.

Figure 2. Simulation of current induced in one of the pixels at its reso-
nance frequency.
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3. Thin-Film Deposition, Patterning, and DC
Characterization

The deposition process has been performed in a direct current
(DC) reactive magnetron sputtering chamber equipped with a
niobium target. We first carried out a warm-up and a pre-clean-
ing of the target surface in a pure argon atmosphere at a pressure
of 1.8� 10�3 mbar. We then added nitrogen, reaching a pressure
of 2.1� 10�3 mbar and, given a deposition rate of 0.065 nm s�1

as experimentally determined in previous activities, a 15 nm
thick NbN film was obtained with 3min and 50 s of deposition
time. Substrate temperatures during the process were 850 °C for
sapphire and 750 °C for diamond. The lower temperature of the
second deposition was set to decrease the risk of degrading the
substrate.[18] The patterning was done through UV photolithog-
raphy. The reactive ion etching (RIE) was performed in a
SF6þO2 atmosphere, with gas flows of 30 and 6 sccm, respec-
tively, at a pressure of roughly 350mbar. We then proceeded with
the first characterization measurements of the deposited films by
recording the resistance–temperature (R–T) and current–voltage
(I–V) curves. The data was collected with the use of a
dipstick slowly immersed into a liquid He dewar at an approxi-
mate cooling rate of 0.2 K s�1. From Figure 3, it’s evident that the
quality of the deposited superconducting film onto the sapphire
substrate is higher than the one on diamond. As result, the film
deposited onto sapphire has a TC¼ 13.5 K, and a very sharp
transition with ΔTC ¼ 0.2 K, whereas diamond shows a TC equal
to 9.05 K and ΔTC of 1.2 K. The kinetic inductance was then
estimated with the expression taken from the works of
Annunziata et al.[19] and Mauskopf et al.,[20] equal to

Lk ¼
ℏRs

πΔ
(1)

with Rs representing the sheet resistance. Values of Rs at 20 K
used for the calculations were roughly 70 for the films deposited
on sapphire and 175 for the films on the diamond substrate,

resulting in calculated Lk values of 7.3 and 22.7 pH□
�1 respec-

tively. The I–V measurements performed at 4.2 K confirm what
emerged from the R–T curves, with a critical current density of
9.3� 106 A cm�2 for the films on sapphire and 5.67� 105

obtained on diamond. There are a number of possible reasons
that may lead to this apparent difference in film quality, with
lattice mismatch likely having the biggest influence. Sapphire
has a lattice parameter a equal to 4.785Å,[21] representing a better
match for the NbN unit cell (a ¼ 4.446Å) than diamond
(a ¼ 3.567Å). The lattice mismatch induces mechanical stresses
in the thin films, worsening its uniformity and leading to lower
critical temperatures and wider transitions. The mismatch is
present also in the low-temperature thermal expansion coeffi-
cients for the three materials, with sapphire and NbN having very
close values (around 7–8� 10�1 K�1[22,23]) while diamond
presents a lower value around 2–5� 10�9 K�1.[24] The additional
stresses arising during the cooldown phase can result in further
degradation of the superconductor. Interdiffusion and film–
substrate interface reactions may also be present, contributing
to the the weakening of the superconductivity. Additionally,
while the sapphire and silicon monocrystalline substrates
were subject to surface optimization for epitaxial growth with
an extremely low roughness (≤3Å), the diamond substrates
received standard polishing only, leading to roughness values
around 5 nm. Finally, granularity of the diamond substrates, with
crystals in the micrometer dimension, may have influenced the
quality of the deposited thin films. Observations performed with
an optical microscope following the cooldown phase (Figure 4)
show a highly irregular film on diamond, in stark contrast with
the one deposited onto sapphire. These considerations notwith-
standing, the film on diamond didn’t show any flaking over time,
sign of a good adhesion to the substrate.

4. Simulations

To validate the design and investigate the occurrence of
detrimental phenomena like cross talk, we performed extensive
simulations of single-, dual-, and quadruple-pixel systems.
Although sapphire is naturally birefringent, we nevertheless
used an isotropic model, since our substrate samples were all
R-cut and could be modeled with the use of an effective εr with
a value of 10.06, while for the diamond the value was set to 5.67.
The loss tangent was set equal to 5� 10�6 for sapphire
and 10�5 for polycrystalline chemical-vapor-deposition (CVD)
diamond.[25,26] The substrate thicknesses at our disposal were
330 μm for sapphire and 700 μm for diamond. The feed-lines
were sized to obtain 50Ω impedance, matching the electronics
readout. The other material-related parameter used as input in
the simulation was the value of Lk obtained as described
in Section 3.

The first aspect we focused on was finding a wide range
of pixel resonance frequencies. Leaving the inductive
part untouched, we varied the number of IDC fingers
(10, 11, and 12) and their length, from 700 to 900 μm in
10 μm steps. The results of the simulations shown in
Figure 5 and 6 outlined a range of frequencies from 1.25 to
1.8 GHz for the diamond substrate, and from 1.35 to
1.9 GHz for sapphire.

Figure 3. R–T curves of niobium nitride (NbN) films deposited onto sap-
phire (green, dashed–dotted) and diamond (blue, continuous) substrates.
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Given the presence of only four pixels, we could choose
combinations of well-spaced frequencies for the prototypes
production while being reasonably sure to avoid overlap between
adjacent resonances.

One of the major improvements of KIDs over competing tech-
nologies is their innate multiplexability, enabling the readout of
large pixel arrays through a single (or a very small number of )
transmission line. This leads to simplified design requirements
and tightly packaged configurations. While this is indeed
advantageous, it also demands particular attention to avoid cross
talk.[27] This phenomenon derives from parasitic coupling
between neighboring pixels and manifest itself as a change of
the position and shape of the resonances.[14,28,29] To study its
occurrence, we simulated two identical-pixel systems that, in
the absence of cross talk, are characterized by a single
(double-degenerate) resonance dip. The coupling of the two
resonant modes lifts the degeneracy and splits their frequencies.
The larger the separation in frequency between the newly formed
resonances, the stronger the effect. The calculations were per-
formed at different inter-pixels distances (10–100 μm in 10 μm
steps), and with different shielding configurations: BARE,
OPEN-BOX, and BOX (Figure 7). In the latter two, a 10 μm wide
NbN strip surrounds either three or four sides of a single
resonating unit.

In the case of the OPEN-BOX configuration, the capacitor side
of the resonators has an unobstructed view of the microstrip.
This was done to investigate the possibility of implementing
shielding while keeping a good coupling between pixels and
transmission line. The results are presented in Figure 8 and 9.
Diamond presents lower-frequency separation between the
degenerate resonances in the case of the un-shielded configura-
tion. The values of the fractional splitting Δν=ν in this
scenario at 10 μm distance are 5.8� 10�4 and 3.9� 10�3 for
diamond and sapphire respectively and drop to 5.1� 10�5 and
1.2� 10�3 at 100 μm. To take into account the different substrate
thicknesses, we ran an additional simulations set based on a
330 μm diamond substrate. Although the cross talk increases
when compared to the 700 μm thick samples, the separation
values associated with the un-shielded devices are still well below
those obtained from the sapphire substrate, while shielded sam-
ples show in all cases similar performances. The additional struc-
tures of the BOX and OPENBOX configurations lead to larger
frequency separation values on both substrates. This result is

Figure 4. a,b) Optical microscopy images of NbN thin films deposited on the diamond (a) and sapphire substrates (b), taken after cooldown.

Figure 5. Simulated pixel resonance frequency for the sapphire substrate
as a function of interdigital capacitor (IDC) finger number and length.

Figure 6. Simulated pixel resonance frequency for the diamond substrate
as a function of IDC finger number and length.
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in contrast with what can be found in literature,[14,29,30] where
analogous grounded structures are successfully used to limit this
effect. We attribute this difference to the floating nature of the
films used in our iteration of the KIDs and to their geometrical
configuration. The 90° tilt of our LEKIDs array pixels translates to
pixel-to-pixel coupling involving mainly the inductive parts of the
resonators. In the case of the BARE pixels, the long side of the
inductor interacts with the much shorter segments at the bottom
of its neighbors, while the additional floating NbN strip present
in the BOX and OPEN-BOX configurations end up acting as cou-
pling booster, since it extend completely around the meandering
line. Works in literature almost exclusively present same-
direction-facing resonators, excited with co-planar waveguides.
Increasing the pixel-to-pixel distance helps especially in the case
of sapphire, but does not completely solve the problem.

To investigate the strength of the coupling between the pixels
and the readout line, we simulated two-pixel models varying the
distance between the transmission line and the IDC, again from
10 to 100 μm in 10 μm steps. The BARE and both shielded
systems have been studied.

The results can be seen in Figure 10 and 11. The BOX
configurations limits the coupling even for very short separation

Figure 7. Sonnet model of two-pixel system used to study the occurrence of cross talk. A) The BARE configuration, B) the OPEN-BOX, and C) the BOX
configuration.The resonators are in green color, the in-plane shielding structures surrounding resonators in (B,C) in blue and in red the partially visible
microstrip transmission line.

Figure 8. Frequency separation versus inter-pixel distance in case of cross
talk for different shielding configurations (see Figure 7) as indicated in the
legend—sapphire substrate.

Figure 9. Frequency separation versus inter-pixel distance in case of cross
talk for different shielding configurations (see Figure 7) and substrate
thicknesses as indicated in the legend—diamond substrate.

Figure 10. Coupling quality factor of the pixels over the sapphire sub-
strates versus distance between pixel and readout microstrip as calculated
from the simulations for different shielding configurations shown in
Figure 7.
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distances, pushing the values of QC outside the desired range of
around 104. The OPEN-BOX has, as expected, a limited effect on
the coupling, with values lying in the same range as the BARE
ones. In any case, we should avoid placing pixels at more than
50–60 μm of distance, to limit both the coupling quality factors
values and the detector footprint. Being able to pack the single
resonators closely together is of high importance, since it would
make beam alignment over the detector easier and less prone to
successive misalignment.

The final batch of simulations computed the response to
the excitation tone of the complete prototypes and are reported
in the Figure 12 and 13. The purple traces represent the
resonances associated to the detector model while the green,

blue, red, and black dips relate to the single resonators
simulated in the frequency tuning part of this study. As it
can be seen, the pixels in the prototypes oscillate with a longer
period than when they are taken singularly. The KIDs couple to
the ground plane via a stray capacitance that is increased by
the modified geometry of the readout line of the complete
detector unit, leading to lower resonance frequencies. This
difference is larger for the “faster” pixels, in virtue of their lower
capacitance that makes them more sensitive to this kind of
effect. The lower εr of diamond helps to limit this effect also
in this context. In any case, neither the sapphire nor the
diamond devices show any sign of cross talk in the computed
responses as evidenced by the lack of additional dips, a sign of
the resonances being sufficiently apart to negate any parasitic
coupling. We therefore selected for production the detectors
with the smallest physical separation between pixels, equal to
10 μm, and no shielding.

5. Microwave and THz Characterization
Measurements

The measurements performed to check the response of the
detector to the readout tone are reported in the Figure 14
and 15, and have been carried out with a dipstick immersed
in LHe and equipped, this time around, with semi-rigid
SubMiniature version A (SMA) cables and adapters to connect
it to a vector network analyzer (VNA). The input power of all
the measurements was set at �20 dBm to avoid saturation. In
the case of NbN on sapphire substrate, the ripple-like structures
and the slight monotonic decreasing baseline present in the trace
of Figure 14 indicates the presence of an impedance mismatch
between the transmission line and the readout electronics. That
being said, the resonances are quite deep and very sharp, an addi-
tional sign of the good quality of the deposited thin NbN film.

Figure 11. Coupling quality factor of the pixels over the diamond sub-
strates versus distance between pixel and readout microstrip as calculated
from the simulations for different shielding configurations shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 12. Simulation of one of the complete detector prototypes (purple
trace), along with the correspondent single-pixel resonances (green, blue,
red, and black dips)—sapphire substrate.

Figure 13. Simulation of one of the complete detector prototypes (purple
trace), along with the correspondent single-pixel resonances (green, blue,
red, and black dips)—diamond substrate.
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Values of the coupling Q factors were extracted by estimating the
�3 dB bandwidth and the S21 value of each resonator with a
Lorentz fit of the measured resonance peaks and are in the
4000 range, a factor approximately 1.5 times smaller than those
calculated from the simulations. The results of the measure-
ments on the diamond substrate are quite different, as it is
evident from Figure 15. From the simulations, we expected
first-order resonances located roughly between 1.2 and
1.6 GHz. The relatively low TC of the superconductors deposited
on diamond leads to the presence of a substantial quantity of
unpaired electrons in the films, resulting in significant ohmic
losses, resulting in extremely shallow first-order resonances that
end up being embedded in the baseline noise and, therefore, are
undetectable. We managed nevertheless to record some higher-
frequency modes roughly located between 3.5 and 4 GHz that

underwent position shift as we altered the readout power injected
by the VNA, therefore excluding the possibility of them being
measurement artifacts. Given the poor quality of the films depos-
ited on diamond, the presence of these higher-frequency
resonances is somehow unexpected and leads us to extend
our initial set of simulations toward higher frequencies to
include the band of the measurement (black dashed curve in
Figure 15). The simulation revealed the presence of additional
resonances located roughly between 3.7 and 3.9 GHz. From a
Sonnet analysis of the current density distribution, these reso-
nant modes are collective in nature and involve all the resonators
at once, in a distributed-like fashion. Correspondence with the
simulated wave forms is nevertheless poor and attributable to
the highly dis-uniform nature of the deposited films. The very
low values of the total quality factors associated to these dips,
in the order of 102, confirm the lossy nature of the resonators
as also outlined by the DC characterization measurements.

Figure 16 shows the response to THz radiation produced by
one of the pixels of the sapphire prototype, while in Figure 17 the
analogous measurements performed on the diamond sample is
reported. The radiation source employed consisted in a backward
wave oscillator (BWO) coupled to a Schottky diode frequency
tripler, capable of fully tunable emission from 650 GHz up to
1.16 THz. The source was operated at 900 GHz, since it corre-
sponds to the maximum emitted power with the tripler installed,
and the emitted radiation was chopped at a frequency of 23 Hz.

The samples were inserted in a liquid helium bath cryostat,
with a 10 and a 20 dB attenuators attached to port 1 of the detec-
tor block and a cryogenic low noise amplifier at port two. An addi-
tional room-temperature amplifier was inserted between the
cryostat output and the VNA. With a measured THz power of
47 μW emitted right after the tripler, we estimate roughly
20 μW falling onto the resonators area after passage of the gen-
erated THz signal through quasi-optical beam delivery and the
cryostat window. The response time of the resonators, that
can be as low as a few nanoseconds,[31] is associated with the
resonator ring-down time τ ¼ QT=πν, where QT indicates the

Figure 14. Measured (green) and simulated (black dashed) resonances of
the prototype 1 configuration deposited on the sapphire substrate.

Figure 15. Measured (red) and simulated (black dashed) resonances of
the prototype 3 configuration deposited on the diamond substrate.

Figure 16. Phase response of one of the pixels of the prototype 1 realized
on the sapphire substrate. The red dashed line indicates the exponential
decay fit used to calculate the ring-down time of the resonator.
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total quality factor and ν is the central frequency. The measure-
ments of the sapphire samples were performed at the tempera-
ture of 4.5 K. The phase responsivity of these devices is in the
order of 0.1° μW�1, with a response time scale in the order of
6ms, as determined by an exponential decay fit over the recorded
trace. The diamond sample was measured at a temperature of
5.5 K and presents a lower responsivity of 0.03° μW�1 but faster
response at roughly 1ms. In both cases, the time scales mea-
sured are more in line with a bolometric regime[32] rather than
involving the direct breakdown of Cooper pairs. NbN thin films
over sapphire are regularly used for hot electron bolometer mix-
ing applications with theoretical bandwidths in excess of
10 GHz,[33,34] limited only by the electron–phonon relaxation
time. The low Kapitza resistance between substrate and film
at around 4–5 K leads to very fast thermalization times, so we
explain the long response times as due to the large volume of
the 5� 5mm substrates used for each of the KIDs. The trace
extracted from the measurements of the diamond prototype also
presents a flatter, more square wave like response, indication of
faster thermal dynamics. The prototypes fulfill in any case the
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER)
requirements of 10ms of minimum time resolution.[35]

One of the most appreciable characteristics of KIDs is their
extremely low noise levels, with state-of-the-art values in the
order of 10�1 W/

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

.[36] The noise power density of the detec-
tors was extracted from the measurements of the response
without optical load to which an fast Fourier transform (FFT)
algorithm with power normalized to the time-integral squared
amplitude was applied. The relatively high values measured in
our prototypes, around 10�8 can be attributed to the high fre-
quency of generation–recombination events in the superconduc-
tor, result of the measurements being performed, in both cases,
at relatively high temperatures. Noise levels are in any case far
below the foreseen probing power of the final instrument.

Figure 18 shows the response of a single pixel of the sapphire
prototype 1 to two perpendicular polarization directions of the

incoming light. The polarization selector was composed by a wire
grid polarizer, preceded by a wave plate. We expected the contri-
bution of the inductor short transverse elements to the detection
of the perpendicular polarization to be negligible, given the low
25:1 ratio between the length of the main lines and the that of the
segments. The resonators geometry is effective at rejecting per-
pendicular polarization components and therefore the concept of
a polarimeter based on this design is valid. This also serves as
proof that the bolometric response is given by absorption of radi-
ation by the superconducting thin films only, since the substrates
themselves are not polarization selective, and validates the choice
of high-optical-quality materials as base for these devices.

6. Conclusions

We have presented the design study and first characterization
measurements of an innovative KID unit with a lumped element
design based on sapphire and diamond substrates, and niobium
nitride superconducting thin films. The detector has been
designed to be part of a polarimetric diagnostic system for
nuclear fusion application, taking into consideration the guide-
lines specified for the upcoming ITER tokamak machine. An
extensive simulation study, comprehensive of frequency
tuning, estimation of the resonator–feed line coupling and occur-
rence of cross talk has been performed to tailor the detectors to
the application at hand. We obtained similar resonance fre-
quency ranges for the two substrate materials, with the sapphire
detectors oscillating in the 1.35–1.9 GHz band, while the
resonances related to the diamond ones sit in a slightly lower
range between 1.25 and 1.8 GHz. Thanks to the large total
bandwidth obtained with the simulations and the limited num-
ber of pixels composing the detector, the separation between the
resonances was large enough to negate the occurrence of cross
talk. This, united to the fact that simulations of the shielding have

Figure 18. Phase response of one of the pixels of the prototype 1 configu-
ration deposited on sapphire substrate to two different polarization
planes. In black, the response for polarization parallel to the inductor main
lines, in blue the one for the perpendicular direction. Red and green curves
represent smoothing of the measured tracks by FFT shown for clarity
purpose.

Figure 17. Phase response of one of the pixels of the prototype 3 realized
on the diamond substrate. The red dashed line indicates the exponential
decay fit used to calculate the ring-down time of the resonator.
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shown the detrimental effect of such structures in the resonators
operation, allowed us to settle for a BARE pixel design,
simplifying the design and enabling a very compact packaging
of the arrays. The thin-film and microwave characterization
measurements outlined the great difference in quality of the
superconducting thin films deposited on the two substrates, with
the films on diamond believed to be suffering from lattice and
thermal expansion mismatch and from a rough surface finish of
the substrate. Measured response to terahertz radiation showed
in both cases response times in the order of the millisecond that
we attribute to the cooling of the relatively large volume sub-
strates in a bolometric operating regime. Measurements of
the response to radiation polarized along perpendicular direc-
tions validated the adopted polarimetric design and the choice
of high-optical-quality materials as base for the devices. Such
performances could be additionally improved by the adoption
of an antenna-coupled detector configuration, at the expense
of increased complexity of the deposition and patterning pro-
cesses. The prototypes fulfill the response time requirements
specified by ITER for a polarimetric diagnostic, and represent
a good starting point for the optimization of these devices for
the application at hand. Nevertheless, the response we observed
needs to be better tested in the upcoming experimental activity
involving a dedicated readout system. The authors plan to pro-
duce a second batch of resonators on the diamond substrate with
much thicker films, to limit the influence of the proximity
effect[37] and of the granularity of the films, and obtain critical
temperatures closer to those of bulk NbN. The use of a dielectric
buffer layer like aluminum nitride and epitaxially grown single-
crystalline diamond substrates could also represent a viable
solution to greatly improve the performances of devices based
on this innovative material and will be the subject of additional
investigation in the near future.
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